
"Step Sheet: Creating a Data Table and Bar Graph"

Creating Data Tables and Line Graphs
This step sheet will show you how to create data tables and bar graphs using 
Numbers.

Opening Numbers
Open Numbers by clicking on the icon in your Dock. Choose Blank template.

Vocabulary
When using a spreadsheet program there are a few vocabulary words that are helpful 
to know. 

Creating a Data Table
Step 1
You should have a blank spreadsheet on your screen. You will now create four data 
columns in the shaded (gray) areas across the top of the page. The first will be the 
“Trial #” column. Type” Trial #” in cell A1.

Step 2
Since your assignment determines your pulse rate from three different trials, enter 
the numbers 1 –3 in the cells directly below the “Trial #” (These should be in cells A2, 
A3, and A4). You are also going to average the three trials, thus type “Average” in 
cell A5. (See example below).
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Across the top is the names of the COLUMNS, 
these are always letters A, B, C, etc. 

Down the side is the names of the ROWS, these 
are always numbers 1,2,3 etc. 

Each box of the spreadheet is called a CELL.
A cell is named by the column letter and the row 
number.  Example: the X is in Cell C3



Step 3
The second column will be the pulse rate (per minute) immediate after exercise. Type 
“Pulse rate immediately after exercise” in cell B1. Then enter your pulse rate 
immediately after exercise for the three trials you conducted. When finished you 
should have filled in cells B2-B4. (Do not worry about average yet.)

Step 4
In cell C1, type “Pulse rate 1 minute after exercise.” Record the data for the three 
trials in cells C2-C4. Check to make sure that your data is correct.

Step 5
In cell D1, type “Pulse rate 3 minutes after exercise.” Record the data in cells D2-D4. 
Check to make sure that your data is correct.

Determining the Averages
Step 1
Click cell B5. Click the function button                  at the top of the page. Select 

average. It should automatically put a formula   in the bar at the 
top. If you do not see this ask your teacher for help. This just added the formula to 
calculate the mean of the data in cells B2 to B3. The mean should automatically 
appear in cell B5 as a number. Click the return button to set the formula.

Step 2
Repeat this for columns C and D.

Graphing the Averages
Step 1

Hold down the command key and select cells B1, C1, D1, B5, C5, and D5.

Step 2

In the toolbar, click the chart wizard icon.     Select the picture that looks 
like a bar graph. 

Step 3 - Using Chart Inspector

A graph and the chart inspector should have appeared. If you don’t see the inspector 
click on inspector at the top of the screen and select the tab that looks like a graph. 

Click on the tab that says Chart. Show title should have a ✔. 

Unclick the show legend button (you only need this for double bar or line graphs).

Under bar format change your gap between bars to 100%. 



Next Click the “Axis” Tab. Under Value Axis (Y) Click “Choose Axis Options”. Check 
show chart borders AND show chart title (this adds a label for your y-axis).

Click on “Steps” button to change your interval of your y-axis. NOTE: you can also 
choose your minimum and maximum values to alter your scale or make a misleading 
graph.

Go to Category Axis (x) and click Choose Axis Options. Check “Show Chart Title” to 
add a label for you x-axis. Check “Show Series Names” to add your categories.

You can now close the chart inspector. 

Step 4 - Editing Graph

Double click on the title at the top of your graph to rename it with an appropriate 
title. 

Double Click on your x and y-axis labels to rename them appropriately. Be sure to 
include units where needed. 

Double click on your x-axis labels. At the top of the screen change your angle to 90 

Click on one of your bars. At the top of the page change your fill color. 

Change each of your bars to a new color. 

Congratulations! You have created a data table, performed mathematical functions, 
and generated a bar graph using Numbers. Do the bars show a pattern? To make 
modifications of your graph, simply double-click the area of your graph that you 
would like to change.


